Smart Thinking
For Introducers

The Smart
Money
Approach...
Think you know what to expect
- well, we’re a little different...
We are a specialist finance
broker and work exclusively with
mortgage advisers, IFAs and other
financial introducers to provide
them with access to our 4 key
areas of expertise:

•

Second Charge Loans

•

Buy to Let Loans
(1st & 2nd Charge)

•

Bridging Finance

•

Specialist 1st Charge
Packaging

Our business was created in 2009
with a clear mission to provide
intermediaries with access to
these specialist lending arenas,
underpinned by a superior level of
customer service.

With that in mind, from the outset
we established offices in both
England and Scotland to ensure
that we are able to stay close to
the needs of the markets that
we serve and maintain strong
working relationships with the
introducer communities in those
markets.
Our transparent proposition and
overriding commitment to going
the extra mile for our introducers
has helped us to become
recognised as one of the UK’s
leading brokers and helped us to
achieve B2B Broker of the Year at
the Loan Talk Awards 2016.

Paul Crewe, Managing Director

“When we first set out on our
journey we recognised that the
most important priority was to
build a team that had in depth
experience of the secured loan
arena, and was also brokercentric, totally conversant in the
additional demands that this
imposes on day to day service
requirements.
With the introduction of MCD in
2016, we took an early decision
to reinforce our commitment to
the second charge market by
ensuring that all our advisors

achieved full CeMAP as soon as
possible. This has paid dividends
and, we believe, firmly cemented
our position at the forefront of the
sector as a master broker able to
provide a full advice service.”

“Transparency
and customer
service
excellence
are the key
cornerstones
of our
operation”
Paul Crewe,
Managing Director

Stand Out
Products...
…Researched solutions that lie
beyond the mainstream market…
Second Charge Loans

First Charge Loans

Also known as a secured loan it is secured
by way of second charge on a residential
property. Since the Mortgage Credit
Directive was introduced in 2016, if a client
is looking to raise funds and approaches a mortgage
adviser for help, that adviser must now consider second
charges as a viable lending option & compare the
benefits alongside either a re-mortgage or a further
advance and unsecured credit.

At Smart Money we recognise that not
everyone’s needs can be met by the
mainstream mortgage lenders, many of
whom now rely heavily on automated credit
scoring and decision-making. This has created a rapidly
expanding space for specialist first charge lenders to help
clients who may otherwise be excluded from obtaining a
re-mortgage or from purchasing a property.

There are a wide range of circumstances when such a
product will provide the most appropriate solution, and
we have an unlimited choice of second charge products
backed by the most experienced team of advisers within
the industry, recruited specifically for their multi-lender
knowledge and fully conversant in what our introducers
want.

Although Smart Money does not offer any first charge
mortgage advice, our expertise in processing secured
enquiries on behalf of introducers persuaded specialist
lenders Together, Masthaven & Norton Finance to offer us
the opportunity to include a 1st Charge Packaging facility
on their niche products. These products are available
to mortgage advisers with suitable permissions as the
advice will be provided by the introducer.

Each of our second charge loan advisers is CeMAP
qualified, and able to provide full advice on your behalf.
Alternatively you can simply refer an enquiry to us,
provide the advice yourself and use our packaging

An early conversation with us when you are faced with a
requirement outside of the norm is always recommended
as, due to our unique arrangements, we have access to
some niche products that aren’t always accessible to

service to access our lenders.

mortgage brokers through traditional mortgage sourcing
systems.

Bridging Finance
Smart Money, in partnership with PMJ
Capital, provides introducers with access
to our exclusive bridging finance product.
This is available across all areas of England,
Scotland & Wales. PMJ Capital is a principal bridging
lender specialising in providing bridging & development
finance on a 1st charge basis and up to a max 70% LTV.

Buy-To-Let
In addition to standard market buy-to-let
product offerings, we also provide access
to specialist second charge loans that may
not appear on your usual panel.
Whatever the requirement, we have access to all buyto-let second charge loans on the market and we’re
confident that if we can’t place your enquiry with one of
our specialist lenders then no-one can.

We are experts in the bridging loans market and
recognise that speed is often a priority with short-term
funding requests. With funding sourced purely from
internal resources the key USP of our bridging arm is
that all lending decisions are made in-house within an
hour of receipt of an enquiry.
Our approach removes the layers of credit committees
that typically provide obstacles to the decision making
process.

A Tailored
Service To Match
Precise Needs
Whether full advice or just a
packaged service is required Smart
Money has the solution for you…
We place service excellence at the
centre of everything we do, and
the foundation of this lies in the
quality of our people. Each of our
advisers has years of experience
in the industry and the in depth

knowledge and skills required to
maintain and build relationships in
an introducer environment.

Smart Thinking
and… Smart
Doing
Instant and Seamless
Communication…
In addition to the importance of having the right
people our experience has taught us the need to have
supporting systems that are designed around enhancing
the client experience. That’s why we have invested
heavily in a technical infrastructure that is designed
to deliver an end to end secured loan origination and
packaging solution to reduce processing times.

•

Full integration with every second charge
loan product.

•

A compliant audit trail.

•

Use via desktop, smart phone or tablet
device.

Introducing brokers have 24/7 access to
source products, submit applications,
view updates from us on existing
applications, and upload requested
documentation for our processing
teams to review. Our innovative
system offers:

•

The ability for you to produce your own
evidence of research.

•

A built-in case tracker and auto-emails.

•

Full case support whether it’s you or us
that is providing the advice.

Register today to take
control of your own sourcing
smartmoneysourcing.co.uk

What our
customers
say...
The true measure
of our service...
...they allow us to stay
in control with our
client...
‘We started putting our business to Smart
Money some 7 years ago. We have tried other
companies but the level of service we get with
Paul and his team is second to none. The speed
in which they source, apply and complete on
our cases is excellent. They allow us to stay in
control with our client whilst at the same time
getting us through the application process
smoothly and effortlessly – keeping us in the
loop every step of the way. They look after
us and our clients so well. All the team are
great to deal with, knowledgeable, efficient
and determined to get our clients the best deal
available to them. We cannot recommend these
guys highly enough’

Andy Pearce
Bragagnini Associates Ltd

...each of these
products really suits us
perfectly...

...Great company,
with that personal
touch. ...

“We Have used Smart Money for all of our
secured loan and buy-to-let second charge
enquiries for some years now and have found
their service to be second to none. Having a
dedicated point of contact for each of these
products really suits us perfectly and gives us
the confidence to know that when I refer one
of my clients to them they’re in safe hands. If
you’re a mortgage adviser looking to work with
a master broker, then I’d recommend you speak
with the team at Smart Money. You won’t be
disappointed.”

“Great company, with that personal touch. We
always make sure that only companies that
share our values and high standards of customer
service are recommended to our clients.
Smart Money have consistently delivered, fast
becoming our number one choice for 2nd charge
lending”

Andy Percell
Alexander Fox Ltd

...I’d have no hesitation
in recommending Smart
Money...
“As an online secured loan lead generator it’s vital
that I work with a master broker who understands
the importance of responding as quickly as
possible to new enquiries. Having worked with
others brokers in the past it’s refreshing to work
with one that really values the importance of my
business and who recognises the importance of
customer service by keeping me fully updated
on the progress of each case. Smart Money
also ensure that once an enquiry completes my
commission is paid immediately without having
to wait for a monthly commission run. I’d have
no hesitation in recommending Smart Money to
other online lead generators & intermediaries”.

David Beard
Lending Expert Ltd

Dominik Lipnicki
Your Mortgage Decisions Ltd

B2B Broker
of the Year...
We’re delighted that we’ve just
picked up the loantalk award for
B2B Broker of The Year: Second
Charge Mortgages.
We’ve put a lot of time and effort into developing our bespoke
second charge proposition and made it our mission to bring this
important lending opportunity to the attention of our introducer
market, so are pleased that we’ve received relevant recognition from
both our introducing partners and lenders.

What are the Loan Talk Awards?
“This occasion is the only event dedicated to the UK second charge
mortgage market and its elite. The focus is most definitely on
honouring the brightest and best in the sector, but we also believe
that simply bringing everyone together – with a generous drinks
package – does wonders for keeping this vibrant industry motivated
and connected.”

To find out more about our story
and how we can help you please call
us on 01829 730 554.

Second Charge
Mortgage Awards
2016

WINNER

B2B Broker of the Year
Smart Money

“We’re absolutely thrilled by this
award, primarily because it’s
effectively acknowledgement
from both introducers and
lenders that we’re getting things
right in a market that has gone
through significant challenges.
Our mission is to ensure we
have highly trained personnel
working with well designed
and integrated systems thus
ensuring that the delivery chain
of lender through broker to
introducer is highly streamlined
and integrated and works
to ensure that the ultimate
consumer gets the best possible
advice, product and service.”
Paul Crewe,
Managing Director

Second Charge
Mortgage Awards
2016

WINNER

B2B Broker of the Year
Smart Money

Cheshire: 01829 730554
www.smartmoneyloans.co.uk

Cheshire Office
8 Portal Business Park, Eaton Lane,
Tarporley, Cheshire, CW6 9DL
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